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Abstract—A hyperspectral imaging sensor can reveal and uncover targets with very narrow diagnostic wavelengths. However,
it comes at a price that it can also extract many unknown signal
sources such as background and natural signatures as well as
unwanted man-made objects, which cannot be identified visually
or a priori. These unknown signal sources can be referred to as
interferers, which generally play a more dominant role than noise
in hyperspectral image analysis. Separating such interferers from
signals and annihilating them subsequently prior to detection may
be a more realistic approach. In many applications, the signals
of interest can be further divided into desired signals for which
we want to extract and undesired signals for which we want to
eliminate to enhance signal detectability. This paper presents a
signal-decomposed and interference-annihilated (SDIA) approach
in applications of hyperspectral target detection. It treats interferers and undesired signals as separate signal sources that can
be eliminated prior to target detection. In doing so, a signal-decomposed interference/noise (SDIN) model is suggested in this
paper. With the proposed SDIN model, the orthogonal subspace
projection-based model and the signal/background/noise model
can be included as its special cases. As shown in the experiments,
the SDIN model-based SDIA approach generally can improve the
performance of the commonly used generalized-likelihood ratio
test and constrained energy minimization approach on target
detection and classification.
Index Terms—Constrained energy minimization (CEM),
generalized-likelihood ratio test (GLRT), interference subspace projection (ISP), orthogonal subspace projection (OSP),
signal/background/noise (SBN) model, signal-decomposed
and interference-annihilated (SDIA), signal-decomposed and
interference/noise (SDIN) model, target-constrained interference-minimized filter (TCIMF).

I. INTRODUCTION

H

YPERSPECTRAL imaging has received considerable
interest in recent years because it can uncover and reveal
subtle spectral characteristics that multispectral sensors cannot
resolve. However, it also presents many challenging issues.
It has been demonstrated in [1] and [2] that the interference
played a more dominant role than did noise in hyperspectral
target detection and classification. In many applications,
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unknown signal sources that are extracted by a hyperspectral
imaging sensor cannot be identified visually or a priori,
e.g., sensor scratches, rocks, roads, water bodies, and other
unwanted natural and man-made objects. These types of signal
sources are considered as interferers and generally result in
severe interfering effects, which further complicates image
analysis. Several approaches have been developed to find such
interfering sources in an unsupervised manner so that they can
be annihilated prior to target detection [3]–[5]. Another type of
signal source is signals that are known and have been provided
a priori. It has been recently shown in [6] that if the signals of
interest provided a priori are divided into desired and undesired
signals, the performance in signal detection/extraction could be
enhanced by removal of the undesired signals via orthogonal
subspace projection (OSP). This situation often occurs in linear
spectral mixture analysis (LSMA) for hyperspectral image
analysis [7]–[11], where an image pixel vector is modeled as a
linear mixture of a set of signal sources that are assumed to be
present in an image scene a priori. If those target signal sources
can be classified into desired and undesired target signal
sources, the hyperspectral target detection can be significantly
improved by elimination of the undesired target signal sources
prior to the detection of desired target signal sources. This paper
presents such a technique, referred to as signal-decomposed
and interference-annihilated (SDIA) approach that combines
both concepts of interference annihilation in [1] and [2] and
signal decomposition proposed in [6].
In order for the SDIA approach to work effectively, we introduce a new sensor signal model, called signal-decomposed and
interference/noise (SDIN) model, that classifies signal sources
into two signal classes, a priori signal sources and a posteriori
signal sources, where the former is referred to as signals that
are known and given a priori as opposed to the latter that is
signals obtained from the data a posteriori. The a priori signal
sources are further decomposed into desired signals and undesired signals in such a way that the undesired signals can be
eliminated to enhance the detection of the desired signals. The
a posteriori signal sources are usually unknown and can be
only extracted by an unsupervised means. They may include a
large number of various types of unidentified interfering signal
sources. For example, background signatures such as grass and
dirts, natural signatures such as trees and rocks, and uninteresting objects such as birds, buildings, and roads, are all considered as interferers in this paper. Since all of these interferers
as well as a priori undesired signal sources present interfering
effects on signal detection, they will be referred to as interference with respect to a priori desired signal sources in this
paper. So from a signal detection point of view, the detection
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ability can be increased by annihilation of such interference. The
proposed SDIA approach implements the SDIN model to identify these interfering signal sources and annihilate them subsequently from the SDIN model prior to target detection.
Using part of the SDIN model for interference annihilation
was explored in [1], where an interference subspace projection
(ISP) approach was developed. It made use of an oblique subspace projector to extract the desired signals, while rejecting interference and undesired signals. The idea of treating interference as a separate signal source has been also studied in signal
processing [12]–[14]. The proposed SDIA approach can take
full advantage of the SDIN model and the interference subspace
projection (ISP) in [1] to improve signal detectability.
Interestingly, an alternative approach was recently proposed
by Thai and Healey [15], which considered background as a
separate signal source. In this case, the standard signal/noise
(SN) model was extended to a signal/background/noise (SBN)
model that separated target signal sources, background sources,
and noise into three individual sources. It then developed a
generalized-likelihood ratio test (GLRT) that used a target
subspace projector and a background subspace projector as
a preprocessing step to suppress effects resulting from noise
and background sources before a likelihood ratio test (LRT)
is applied to target detection. This approach is different from
the proposed SDIA approach in that the SBN-model approach
performs signal detection using the GLRT when the noise and
background are suppressed, whereas the SDIN model-based
SDIA approach performs detection of desired target signals
and annihilation of undesired signals and interference without
using an LRT. Another difference is that the SBN-model
approach generally requires Gaussian noise assumption to
produce the LRT, but the SDIN model-based SDIA approach
does not. More interestingly, the SDIA approach unifies the
interference rejection approach in [1] and the OSP in [6] in
the context of a priori and a posteriori signal sources, while
considering the background sources in the SBN model-based
GLRT approaches in [15] as a special case of the interference.
To be more specific, the target signals considered in the SN
and SBN models can be interpreted as a priori signals in the
SDIN model as opposed to the background sources in the
SBN model that can be viewed as interference which is part
of a posteriori signal sources. Our proposed SDIA approach is
based on the SDIN model to combine annihilation of both a
priori undesired signal sources and a posteriori signal sources
into one operation and increase signal detectability.
The SDIA approach offers many advantages in versatile applications. When the a posteriori signal sources are absent, the
SDIA approach is reduced to ISP approach in [1] and the orthogonal subspace projection (OSP) in [6]. On the other hand,
if the a priori undesired signals are absent and background signals are the only type of a posteriori signal sources, the SDIA
approach can be considered as a variant of the SBN modelbased Thai–Healey approach in [15]. Another advantage benefited from the SDIA approach is its best utilization of the information available from the data. In the standard SN model, the
signals of interest are only part of signal sources known a priori.
There may have a priori signal sources that we know but have no
interest at all. Such undesired signal sources must be eliminated

to avoid their interference in detection performance. In this case,
we should be able to take advantage of this prior knowledge to
eliminate these a priori undesired signals to enhance signal detectability. This practice was exercised previously by the oblique
subspace projection in [1], [16]. The SDIA approach makes
it more direct and explicit. The OSP approach in [6] was one
such method via the SDIA approach to deal with the desired
and undesired signal sources separately to improve detection
performance. In a similar manner, the target-constrained interference-minimized filter (TCIMF) in [17] also improved the
constrained energy minimization (CEM) approach proposed in
[18], [19] by eliminating the a priori undesired signals instead
of minimizing the energies of these signals as the way carried
out by the CEM. A third advantage resulting from the SDIA approach is that the GLRT performance can be further improved
by including an interference rejection in the GLRT.
The success of SDIA approach mainly depends on how to
find and locate a posteriori signal sources directly from the
data. The automatic target detection and classification algorithm
(ATDCA) developed in [4], [5] can be used for this purpose. It
can estimate a set of distinct signatures directly from the data in
an unsupervised manner. In order to determine how many such
a posteriori signal sources required to estimate, the method proposed in [20] is further applied to terminate the algorithm. Thai
and Healey [15] used singular value decomposition to construct
a background subspace that was determined by two parameters.
This method will also be investigated in the experiments.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the SDIN
model is introduced where methods of estimating the number of
a posteriori signal sources and finding these signals in the SDIN
model are discussed. In Section III, three SDIN model-based
SDIA approaches are presented. In Section IV, a series of experiments using computer simulations and real hyperspectral
image data are conducted for performance evaluation. In Section V some remarks are concluded.
II. SDIN MODEL
Given a received signal vector , a standard signal/noise
model is expressed by
(1)
where is a known signal vector and is the noise vector.
Assume that targets of interest with their associated signaare present in an image data.
tures given by
with
We can form a signature matrix
the th column vector specified by the th signature
. Let
be a
abundance column vector
denotes the abundance fraction of
associated with , where
resident in . If we assume that the spectral
the th signature
signature of an image pixel is a linear mixture of these signayields
tures, replacing in model (1) with
(2)
which is a commonly used linear mixture model in LSMA.
Namely, the received signal vector in model (1) is now considered as a spectral signature of an image pixel vector in model
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(2), which can be modeled as a linear mixture of target sigwith their corresponding abundance
natures
. Now, if we further assume that we are
fractions
, the rest
interested in detecting the th target with signature
target signatures will be considered as undesired target
of
signatures. In this case, elimination of these undesired target sig. In order to efnatures should improve the detectability of
fectively remove such undesired target signatures, an orthogonal
subspace projection (OSP) approach was proposed in [6]. It dein model (2) into the
composed the target signature matrix
and an undesired target signature
desired target signature
matrix
, then reformulated model (2)
as
(3)
where
is the abundance vector correin . By virtue of model (3),
sponding to
the OSP has shown its effectiveness in hyperspectral image analysis. In this paper, model (3) will be referred to as OSP-model.
One disadvantage of the OSP model is that it does not take
into account background signatures, which generally have significant negative impacts on target detection. Therefore, a recent
approach in [15] extended model (2) to the following signalbackground-noise (SBN) model for background elimination
(4)
where can be considered as the same M in (2) and is a target
signal signature matrix consisting of target signal signatures of
is a background signature matrix, and are the
interest,
abundance vectors associated with and , respectively. With
model (4) a background subspace can be generated and subsequently nulled out by orthogonal projection to improve detection performance. A major difference between the OSP model
(3) and SBN model (4) is that the former decomposes target signatures of interest into desired and undesired target signatures
and deal with them separately, whereas the latter has mainly focused on background removal.
In what follows, we propose a signal-decomposed and interference/noise (SDIN) model, which combines strengths of
both models. It replaces the signal vector in model (1) with
a three-component signal vector that comprises of a priori desired target signatures, a priori undesired target signatures and
a posteriori signatures. More specifically, model (1) can be reexpressed as
(5)
where and are target signature matrices formed by a priori
desired and undesired signal signatures, respectively; and
are their corresponding abundance vectors; and is a matrix
made up of a posteriori signal signatures with its abundance
and
are
vector . In the SDIN model, the signatures in
known and have been provided a priori, while the signatures in
need to be generated from the data by an unsupervised method
in an a posteriori manner and are referred to as a posteriori
signatures thereafter.
According to the SDIN model specified by model (5), we
can interpret various commonly used models as follows. When

with
and is absent, model (5)
with
and
is reduced to the SN model (2). If
is absent, model (5) is simplified to the OSP model (3). If
with
,
with
and
is absent,
then model (5) becomes the SBN-model (4). In particular, it
should bear in mind that the background signature matrix in
the SBN-model (4) generally is only part of the a posteriori signature matrix considered in model (5). Compared to the signatures in used in the SBN model (4) which generally can be
identified (e.g., vegetation), the a posteriori signatures in of
model (5) may contain more signatures other than background
signatures, such as natural signatures (e.g., trees, rocks), uninteresting objects (e.g., sensor scratches, birds, buildings, roads),
and signatures that cannot even be identified. In this paper, we
adopt the term of “interferer” to represent any unknown signature that is not of interest and causes interfering effects on target
detection. In the light of this interpretation, the a priori undesired and a posteriori signatures together are considered as “incan be viewed as part of signal
terference.” Therefore, the
sources in . For simplicity and clarity, we denote the a priori
desired signatures and the a priori undesired target signatures by
in and
in
respectively,
in .
and the a posteriori signatures by
In order to effectively work on model (5), we need to de,
termine the number of a posteriori signatures in , i.e.,
in , which
and the interference signatures
are generally unknown a priori. In the following section, we
suggest a Neyman–Pearson detection theory-based eigenthresholding method proposed in [20] to estimate the number of distinct signals and an unsupervised target generation algorithm
developed in [4] to find these a posteriori signatures to form .
A. Estimation of Number of A Posteriori Signatures
Let be the data sample covariance matrix and
the noise
can be estimated using the linear prevariance matrix. The
diction method in [21]. First, each band image is divided into
nonoverlapping blocks. Second, each pixel is linearly predicted
using its spatial and spectral neighbors, and in each block the
optimal linear prediction scheme is applied. Third, the prediction error in each block can be considered as the noise variance in that block, while the noise variance in a band image
can be estimated by averaging the noise variances in all the
is a diagonal
blocks. It should be noted that the resulting
matrix with the th element corresponding to the noise variance
in the th band image. The noise-whitened can be obtained
by
. As a result, the noise variance of each band
in is reduced to unity.
be a set of eigenvalues generated by the eigenLet
decomposition of . We can express as
(6)
and
span the a
where
priori/a posteriori signal subspace and noise subspace, respectively. Since the noise covariance matrix in the noise-whiten
data is an identity matrix, the noise contribution to all the eigenvalues of are unity. The eigenvalue , for
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, containing noise only is one, while eigenvalue
, for
, containing signal and noise
is larger than one. More precisely, the eigenvalues of can be
represented by

(7)
Now, using the results in [22], we can model the th eigenvalue
as a random variable for
, which abides by
the Gaussian distribution. Then, the estimation of
can be formulated as a following binary hypothesis-testing
problem
versus

(8)

where the null hypothesis
and the alternative hypothesis
represent the cases of signal absence and signal presence, respectively. The probability density functions under hypotheses
and
are given by
(9)
(10)
respectively, where
and
are the mean and variance of
the random variable .
It has been shown in [22] that when the total number of pixel
in (9)
vectors, , is sufficiently large, the noise variance
and (10) can be estimated by
Var

(11)

By means of (9)–(11) we arrive at a Neyman–Pearson detector
for the binary composite hypothesis testing problem in (8)
as below [23]
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is the same for each . So here the subscript
pressed.

can be sup-

B. Algorithm for Finding A Posteriori Signatures
is determined, we need to locate and find these a
After the
posteriori signatures. The following approach suggested in [4]
and further studied in [5] can be used for this purpose.
desired target signatures
Since the
and the
undesired target signatures
are available a priori, we use them as the initial set of
targets. We then define an orthogonal subspace projector
, where
is the
identity matrix and
is the
and the superscript “ ” denotes matrix
pseudo-inverse of
will be used to project all
transpose operation. The
image pixel vectors into the orthogonal complement subspace,
, which is orthogonal to the subspace
denoted by
that is linearly spanned by
and . The maximum
that corresponds to the
length of a pixel vector in
will
maximum orthogonal projection with respect to
be selected as a first a posteriori signature denoted by . The
will have the
reason for this selection is that the selected
most distinct features from the target signatures represented by
in the sense of orthogonal projection, because
has
the largest magnitude of the projection in
produced
. A new orthogonal subspace projector
is
by
then constructed and applied to the image to generate a second
. Once again, the pixel vector with
a posteriori signature
maximum length in
that is orthogonal to
and
will be selected as . The above procedure will be
, a fourth target
, etc.,
repeated to find a third target
th a posteriori signature
is found when the
until the
algorithm can be terminated.
III. SDIA APPROACHES TO TARGET DETECTION

with probability
(12)
is the likelihood ratio test, is
where
when
the probability of saying
, and the threshold is determined by the false-alarm probability given by
(13)
The detector specified by (12) can be used to determine the
by counting how many times
fails the test.
Each failure is caused by the presence of a signal source in the
passes the th test,
data. In particular, when the detector
, it implies that the noise is the only source conthat is,
tributed to the energy in the th eigenvalue. In other words, there
is no signal energy present in the th eigenvalue. As soon as
is estimated, the
can be obtained by subfrom the estimated
. It should be
tracting
noted that such hypothesis testing is performed for each eigenvalue represented by . Since this is a constant false-alarm rate
(CFAR) detection problem and
is the same for each ,

In this section, we introduce three SDIN model-based SDIA
approaches to target detection, which are derived from the
GLRT, the CEM in [17], and ISP in [1]. In addition, the method
developed by Thai and Healey in [15] will be also described in
this section for comparative analysis.
A. GLRT-Based SDIA Approach
The likelihood ratio test is a standard detection method and
has been widely used in signal processing community. With the
traditional SN model replaced by the SDIN model, an SDINmodel based detection problem can be cast as follows:

versus
(14)
where
is referred to as the interference signature matrix made up of the a priori undesired signatures and
a posteriori signatures with its abundance vector denoted by
;
is the entire signature matrix
consisting of all a priori and a posteriori signal signatures, and
is its corresponding abundance vector. When
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is additive zero-mean Gaussian noise, the maximum-likeliand
can be obtained by
hood estimates of
(15)
(16)
If the noise in (14) is further assumed to be white with its covari, the maximum-likelihood esance matrix denoted by
under the two hypotheses in (14) can be derived
timates of
as [12]

(17)
(18)
where
and
are
the interference signature subspace projector and entire signature subspace projector, respectively, while
and
are annihilators of the subspaces and , respectively. Using (15)–(18)
their associated probability density functions can be found by

(19)
(20)
Finally, the generalized log-likelihood ratio
(19) and (20) can be obtained by

resulting from

(21)
A detector using (21) can be applied to detect the target signain that are present in the pixel . For
tures
a special case of single-target detection, the desired target sigin (14) can be replaced by the desired target
nature matrix
signature to achieve the detection of .
B. Thai–Healey Method
In recent report [15], a target/background/noise model, here
referred to as SBN model, was proposed. It extended the standard SN model by considering target signals, background signatures, and noise as three separate information sources. Since the
background sources are a posteriori signal sources and can be
regarded as part of interferers in the context of the SDIN model,
the SDIN model includes the SBN model as its special case,
where the undesired target signature matrix is absent in the
model (5). Instead of the algorithm described in Section II-B
that we applied to find a posteriori signatures, the method in
. An
[15] intended to construct the background subspace
appropriate background data matrix that did not include the
target pixels was required for this purpose. More precisely, each

image pixel vector was examined using the similarity criterion
defined as
(22)
are desired target signatures that
where
formed the target subspace. If
with
set to a
prescribed similarity threshold, the pixel vector would be
considered as a candidate target pixel and be removed from
. After the background data matrix
was formed, the
singular value decomposition (SVD) was then applied to find
significant eigenvalues, and their corresponding eigenvectors
. The number
that would be used as basis vectors of
used in the construction of
, was
of basis vectors
determined by two thresholds that were selected based on a
variance-based band power ratio using a technique similar
eigenvectors
to that proposed in [24]. Then, the first
formed a background eigenvector matrix
. Let the background subspace pro. Substituting
jector be defined by
for
in (21) results in
(23)
which is exactly the GLRT detector derived by the method in
[15].
Several comments are noteworthy.
1) The Thai–Healey method can be considered as a variant
of the GLRT method in Section III-A, where the noise is
assumed to be Gaussian. If the noise is non-Gaussian, no
closed-form solution can be derived.
is not made up
2) The background eigenvector matrix
of individual background signatures. Instead, it consists
.
of eigenvectors that span the background subspace
As a result, there is no need to find all background signatures. The key issue is to determine an appropriate number
that spans the
. If it
of background eigenvectors
is too small,
will be under represented. But if
is too large, target signatures that are not orthogonal to
background signatures will be forced to be considered as
background signatures. In this case, some target components will be eliminated prior to detection. As a result, the
Thai–Healey method may perform poorly.
3) In order to make sure that target pixels are excluded from
, all the target candidate pixels
the construction of
must be checked by (22) with an empirically selected
must be carefully deterthreshold . In this case,
mined. The determination of is difficult when no pure
target pixels are present in an image scene.
4) The Thai–Healey method can be easily extended by the
proposed SDIA approach via the SDIN model with undesired targets and background signatures interpreted as a
priori and a posteriori signal sources, respectively. In the
experiments, we will demonstrate that an SDIN modelbased Thai–Healey method can outperform its counterand
part using the SBN model provided that
are appropriately selected. When there are no a priori
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undesired signals, the SDIN model-based Thai–Healey
method is reduced to the original Thai–Healey method.
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in

by implementing the following con-

straint equation

C. CEM-Based SDIA Approach

(32)

The CEM approach has shown success in hyperspectral target
detection [18], [19]. It is a matched filter-based technique,
which is designed to extract a specific desired target. For a particular target , a CEM-based filter is a linear filter specified by
a set of filter coefficients given by
that minimizes its output energy
(24)
is the set of image pixel vectors. The
is to be
where
by imposing the following
found for extracting the target
linear constraint
(25)
In other words, a CEM filter design is to find an optimal filter
that solves the following constrained
coefficient vector
problem:
subject to

(26)

The solution to (26) is given by
(27)
is the sample spectral correlation matrix given by
and is the number of image pixel vectors in
. The CEM detector,
derived in [18], is specified
by the weight vector
in (27) and given by
where

(28)
The CEM filter specified by (28) is based on the SN model.
It can be extended to the SDIN model by introducing a second
constraint that can be used to eliminate the effects caused by the
interference signatures in by imposing

where
is the
unity vector with all the elements
equal to 1. The solution to this new constrained problem
is given by
(33)
in (33), we can obtain the following filter,
Using
referred to as the target-constrained interference-minimized
filter, developed in [17]:
(34)
D. ISP-Based SDIA Approach
The likelihood ratio test given by (21) requires the prior
knowledge of probability distributions under each hypothesis,
which are obtained by assuming that the noise is an additive
Gaussian process. However, it is generally not true for most
remotely sensed images. The ISP method presented in this
section does not need such knowledge or make any assumption
about the distribution. It finds a projector specified by
that maximizes the SNR over
in the subspace
that
.
is orthogonal to the interference signature subspace
First of all, the pixel vector is projected via
onto the
to annihilate
orthogonal interference signature subspace
the interference signatures. As a result, (3) becomes
(35)
Then, we search for an optimal vector
SNR in the
given by

that maximizes the

SNR

(36)

Finding the optimal
eigenvalue problem:

is equivalent to solving the following

(29)

(37)

is the
zero vector with all
where
the elements equal to 0. Combining the constraint (25) and (29)
yields the following joint constraint equation

The maximum eigenvalue
of
is the one
achieving the maximum SNR and its corresponding eigen. Because
vector is the desired optimal projection vector
is one,
is the only nonzero
the rank of
trace
eigenvalue. Furthermore, since
trace
, (37) becomes

(30)
Substituting (30) for (25) in (26) results in an extended version
of (26)
subject to

(31)

The solution to (31) can be used to extract target , while
eliminating the interference signatures in . Additionally, (31)
can be further extended to detect multiple target signatures

(38)
with the solution given by
(39)
where
is a constant. The form in (39) is identical to that of
the OSP classifier derived in [6] except that the undesired target
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TABLE I
ABUNDANCE FRACTIONS OF 425 SIMULATED PIXELS
USED IN COMPUTER SIMULATIONS

Fig. 1.

Spectra of AVIRIS five signatures.

signature matrix in the OSP classifier is replaced by interference signature matrix . In order to account for the abundance
estimation error, the constant can be determined in a similar
manner that was done in the a posteriori OSP in [16] and is
given by
(40)
and (39) and (40), the ISP detector
Using
derived by

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

can be
(41)

Like the TCIMF, (39) can be further extended to detect multiple target signatures
in . In this case, (41)
is generalized to

T
n
where

(42)

is the unity vector defined in (32).
IV. EXPERIMENTS

Two sets of experiments were conducted in this section, computer simulations and real hyperspectral images. The computer
simulations were designed to study comparative analysis among
various approaches based on SN, OSP, SBN, and SDIN models.
The real hyperspectral image experiments were used to evaluate
the performance of the SDIN model-based approaches in comparison with SN and SBN model-based methods.
A. Computer Simulation
The used dataset included five AVIRIS reflectance signatures, blackbrush, creosote leaves, dry grass, red soil, and
sagebrush, as shown in Fig. 1. The blackbrush was considered
, while the creas the desired target signature with
osote and sagebrush were treated as undesired target signatures
and
, respectively. Furthermore, the red soil and dry
and
,
grass were designated as background signatures
respectively. However, they could be regarded as interference
and
in SDIN model. A set
signatures and denoted as

Fig. 2. GLRT detector using different models. (a) SN model. (b) OSP model.
(c) SBN model. (d) SDIN model.

of 425 mixed pixels was simulated according to Table I. Only
eight pixels at pixel number 50, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 350,
and 400 were simulated to contain abundance fractions of the
desired target signature (blackbrush). Another four pixels at
pixel number 25, 125, 225, and 325 were simulated to contain
and
abundance fractions of undesired target signatures,
(creosote and sagebrush). Except for these 12 pixels all
the remaining simulated pixels contained only background
and
with 50% red soil and 50% dry grass.
signatures,
In addition, Gaussian noise was also added to each pixel to
achieve a 30 : 1 SNR. The four detection methods, GLRT,
Thai–Healey method, CEM-based method, and ISP-based
approach, were evaluated for comparative analysis.
Example 1: Complete Target Knowledge Is Known A
Priori: The computer simulations considered in this example
assumed that, the knowledge of all the five signatures , ,
, , and
were known a priori. Fig. 2 shows the detection
results using the GLRT detectors based on SN, OSP, SBN, and
SDIN models. It should be noted that the output values of the
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3. CEM detector using different models. (a) SN model. (b) OSP model.
(c) SBN model. (d) SDIN model.

(a)
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Detection results using the SDIN model-based techniques when
interference is unknown (SNR = 30 : 1). (a) GLRT. (b) TCIMF. (c) ISP.

(b)
(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 4. ISP detector using different models. (a) OSP model. (b) SBN model.
(c) SDIN model.

GLRT-based detectors are not abundance fraction estimates
of blackbrush contained in simulated pixels. As shown in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(c), all the four false alarms occur at pixel
numbers 25, 125, 225, and 325, which contain undesired target
signatures. In particular, Fig. 2(c) indicates that the SBN model
did not offer any advantage over the SN model in improving
detection performance. Fig. 2(b) and 2(d) shows the detection
results using the OSP and SDIN model, where all the pixels
that contain blackbrush were detected with no false alarm.

(c)
Fig. 6. Detection results using the SDIN model-based techniques when
interference is unknown (SNR = 15 : 1). (a) GLRT. (b) TCIMF. (c) ISP.

Fig. 3(a) and (b) shows detection results using the CEM and
TCIMF detector. The result in Fig. 3(a) was obtained by the
CEM detector with the blackbrush as the desired target signature
, where only the pixel at number 250 that contains blackbrush
was not detected. Fig. 3(c) was obtained by the TCIMF using
the SBN model, which constrained the output of the background
dry grass red soil to zero. Comparing
signatures
Fig. 3(c) to (a), both results were very close and there was no
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(a)

(b)

(a)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(b)

(c)

(SNR = 30 : 1). (a)
=
= 0:98. (e)
= 0:97. (f)

Fig. 8. (a) HYDICE image scene that contains 30 panels. (b) Spatial locations
of 30 panels provided by ground truth. (c) Sectra of P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7,
P8, P9, and P10.

improvement in detection. Fig. 3(b) and (d) were obtained by
the TCIMF using the OSP and SDIN model, respectively. In
Fig. 3(b), the TCIMF constrained the undesired target signatures
creosote sagebrush to zero, while minimizing
the interfering effects resulting from the background signatures,
dry grass red soil and noise. In Fig. 3(d) the
TCIMF constrained all the signatures in that includes the undesired target signatures and background signatures, {creosote,
sagebrush, red soil, dry grass}, to zero, while minimizing noise
effects. As shown in Fig. 3(b) and (d), the detection results were
very close and all the eight pixels that contained the blackbrush
were detected.
Fig. 4(a)–(c) shows the detection results of the ISP-based detectors using the OSP model, SBN model, and SDIN model. It
should be noted that the SN model is not applicable in this case.
Fig. 4(a) was the OSP result. Since the background signatures
were not suppressed, none of the eight pixels containing blackbrush were detected. In Fig. 4(b), the eight pixels that contained
the blackbrush as well as the four pixels that contained undecreosote sagebrush were
sired target signatures
all detected. This was due to the fact that only the background

signatures {red soil, dry grass} were rejected by the SBN model.
Fig. 4(c) shows the detection result by implementing the ISP approach with the SDIN model, where all the undesired signatures
and background signatures {creosote, sagebrush, red soil, dry
grass} were effectively annihilated, while the eight pixels containing blackbrush were detected. This example demonstrates
an advantage of using the SDIN model over the OSP and SBN
models.
Example 2: Only the Knowledge of Blackbrush Is Known A
priori: The same set of 425 simulated pixels used in Example
1 was also used for Example 2. However, unlike Example 1, Example 2 assumed that only the knowledge of the blackbrush was
provided a priori and designated as the desired signature . No
other prior knowledge is available. So in this case we need to estimate interference signatures. It should be noted that since there
is no prior knowledge other than blackbrush, all the unknown
signatures (i.e., creosote leaves, sagebrush) would be treated as
interferers regardless of whether they were background sources
or undesired signatures.
First, the number of spectrally distinct target signatures was
. Since the blackbrush was
estimated as
and
. The algorithm presented
known,

Fig. 7. Thai–Healey method using different
= 0:995. (c)
= 0:99. (d)
0:999. (b)
= 0:96.
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Detection results with GLRT method for HYDICE experiment. (a) OSP model. (b) SDIN model.

in Section II-B was applied to find 3 signatures other than the
blackbrush. These three found signatures were pixels at 214,
250, and 34, which were considered as interference signatures
and would be annihilated in detection. Fig. 5(a) shows the GLRT
detection result, where all the eight pixels containing blackbrush
were detected correctly, while the four interference pixels were
also successfully rejected. However, there were also two false
alarms at pixels 304 and 357. Fig. 5(b) and (c) was obtained
by the TCIMF and the ISP approach with the SDIN model, respectively. Both of figures detected seven of these eight pixels,
but missed the pixel at 250. This is due to the fact that the pixel
at 250 contained only 20% blackbrush, but 35% of each of undesired target signatures, creosote leaves and sagebrush which
were considered as interferers. As a result of interference annihilation, this pixel was nulled out effectively. However, the detection results were not as good as their counterparts in Example 1,

because the knowledge of interference signatures that was provided in Example 1 was not given in this example. For the case
when the SNR was reduced to 15 : 1, Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows the results of the GLRT and ISP with the SDIN model and TCIMF,
respectively. The performance of the TCIMF and the ISP in
Fig. 6(b) and (c) was slightly degraded but nearly remained the
. The GLRT did not perform
same as that when SNR
in Fig. 5(a) and missed the
as well as it did for SNR
detection of the pixels at 250 and 300 as shown in Fig. 6(a). The
above experiments showed that the GLRT could be very effective detector if the SDIN model is used instead of the SN model.
A major disadvantage of the GLRT is that its output values do
not represent the abundance estimates of target signatures. Compared to the ISP and the TCIMF which are essentially abundance
estimators, the GLRT can be used for detection only. That is why
the GLRT outperformed the ISP and TCIMF in Figs. 5 and 6 in
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 10. Detection results with TCIMF method for HYDICE experiment. (a) OSP model. (b) SDIN model.

terms of target detection where both the ISP and TCIMF tried
to estimate the abundance fractions of the blackbrush contained
in the pixels.
In order to apply the Thai–Healey method, we need to construct the background data matrix . In this case, we first must
find all target candidate pixels whose signatures were similar
and close to the desired signature , blackbrush, where the criterion defined by (22) was used for similarity measure. Then, the
matrix was formed by all the image pixels except the found
eigenvectors of the matrix were
target pixels. The first
.
then used to construct the background subspace
was found to be appropriate in our simulations. Fig. 7(a)–(f)
shows the detection results with six different thresholds set by
, 0.995, 0.99, 0.98, 0.97, and 0.96. Fig. 7(a) is the
, where three pixels at 300,
result obtained when

350, and 400 were removed from being considered in . When
was used, two more pixels at 200 and 250 were
removed and the result is shown in Fig. 7(b). Similarly, with
the pixels at 125 and 150 were further removed;
then the two more pixels at 100 and 325 were removed after
was reduced to 0.98. This is followed by an additional pixel
. Finally, when
reached
at 25 to be removed with
0.96, the pixels at 50 and 225 were further removed, in which
case all the eight desired target pixels at 50, 100, 150, 200, 250,
300, 350, and 400 and interferer pixels at 25, 125, 225, and 325
was in the range of 0.9496 and 0.96,
were removed. When
no other pixels were picked up. According to our experiments,
when was between 0.9473 and 0.9496, different background
is below 0.9473, all the
pixels were removed. As long as
425 pixels were removed. As shown in these figures, none of
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 11.

Detection results with ISP method for HYDICE experiments. (a) OSP model. (b) SDIN model.

them provided good detection results. Nevertheless, Fig. 7(a)
and (e) seemed among the best, because Fig. 7(a) detected the
eight blackbrush pixels but also extracted two interferers at 125
and 325, while Fig. 7(e) detected six out of the eight pixels
containing blackbrush as well as rejected the four interferer
pixels. A comparison among Figs. 5–7 demonstrates that the
SDIN model-based approaches performed better than the SBN
model-based Thai–Healey method in all the cases. Similar ex.
periments were also conducted for the case of SNR
The detection results were not as good as that presented here.
This was due to the fact that all the pixels were mixed, and
it was difficult to remove the desired blackbrush from the
to effectively construct the backbackground data matrix
ground subspace. On the other hand, the SDIN model-based
GLRT, ISP, and TCIMF approaches performed better because
of two reasons: 1) The unsupervised target generation process,

i.e., ATDCA algorithm [4], [5], was used to find and locate spectrally distinct signatures, which was effective; and 2) the SDIN
model allows us to eliminate the a posteriori signals sources to
improve target detection.
B. Hyperspectral Image Experiments
The data used in the experiments is the Hyperspectral Digital Imagery Collection Experiment (HYDICE) data. The image
scene of size 128 64 shown in Fig. 8(a) was collected in Maryland in 1995 from the flight altitude of 10 000 ft with approximately 1.5 m GSD. Removing bands with low SNR ratio results
in 169 dimensions. There are 30 panels present in the image
scene which are arranged in a 10 3 matrix. Each element in
with row indexed by and column
this matrix is denoted by
indexed by . The three panels in the same row were made from
the same material and are of size 3 m 3 m, 2 m 2 m, and
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TABLE II
DETECTION RATES RESULTING FROM THE OSP MODEL

TABLE III
DETECTION RATES RESULTING FROM THE SDIN MODEL

(a)

(b)
Fig. 12.

ROC curves. (a) OSP model. (b) SDIN model.

1 m 1 m, respectively. The ground truth map is provided in
Fig. 8(b) and shows the precise spatial locations of panel pixels.
Here, the black pixels are referred to as panel center pixels, and
white pixels are considered as panel pixels mixed with background pixels. Fig. 8(c) plots the spectra of these ten panel sig, generated by averaging black pixels in each
natures,
row. We can see that the panel signatures are very similar. In
addition to panel signatures, two background signatures were
also generated from the grass field and tree line to the left of
the panels. Using this 30-panel HYDICE scene we can compare
the performance among the four methods implemented with the
OSP model and the SDIN model, since the undesired panel signatures are known a priori.
First of all, the number of interferers was estimated by
the eigenthresholding method in Section II-A, which was
. The interference finding algorithm
in Section II-B was then used to generate the interference
signatures. Figs. 9–11 show the detection results using the
GLRT, the TCIMF, and the ISP with the OSP model and SDIN

model, respectively. As we can see from these figures, using the
OSP model in Figs. 9(a), 10(a), and 11(a) produced more false
alarms than using the SDIN model in Figs. 9(b), 10(b), and
11(b). For instance, Fig. 9(a) shows the results of the GLRT
with the OSP model where P3 and P7 were also detected when
detecting P8; the CEM in Fig. 10(a) picked up some abundance
fraction of P4 when detecting P2; and Fig. 11(a) is for the ISP
with the OSP model where the background signatures could
not be well suppressed. In general, the TCIMF with the SDIN
model seemed to provide the best results.
In order to calculate detection ability of each method, the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves were plotted in
Fig. 12 for the three methods using the OSP model and SDIN
model. It was created based on plots of detection probability
versus false-alarm probability. Since the images resulting from
the ISP and TCIMF are estimated abundance fractional images
which are gray scale, it requires a threshold value to segment targets from the images. The plotted ROC curves were produced
as a threshold value from
by using abundance percentage
100% down to 0%. In other words, the abundance fractions of
target signatures detected in the ISP-generated and TCIMF-generated images were normalized to the interval [0, 1]. Then, these
with
normalized abundance fractions were thresholded by
running through from 100 down to 0. Once ROC curves were
generated, the area under each ROC curve, referred to as detecin [25]), was calculated and
tion rate (DR) in this paper (
tabulated in Tables II and III. The DR can be used to evaluate the effectiveness of each detector. The higher the DR, the
better the detector. So when the DR is 1, the detector is an
, the detector perideal detector. Conversely, when DR
forms the worst. The ROC curves in Fig. 12 demonstrate that
the SDIN model-based detection methods outperformed their
OSP model-based counterparts, because the SDIN model took
care of the interference, while the SN model does not. Additionally, it also showed that the TCIMF was the best among the
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four detection methods and GLRT was the worst according to
DR in Tables II and III. The detection results using the ISP and
. As
TCIMF largely remained unchanged with various
for GLRT, it was sensitive to the number of interference signadoes not guarantee better detection.
tures, and a large
Since the ROC results generated by the SBN model-based
and SDIN model-based Thai–Healey methods are very close,
they are nearly the same by visual inspection. In this case, we
calculated their detection rates instead. Tables IV–VI tabulate
and various
the DR for different number of eigenvectors
labeled by “ ”
similarity thresholds, where the values of
were obtained by Thai–Healey method in [15] with two threshand
. We can
olds set to
and , and
see that the detection results were sensitive to
the SDIN model-based Thai–Healey method performed slightly
better than its SBN-based counterpart. This experiment demonstrated that Thai–Healey method can be improved using the
SDIN model. Compared to the SDIN-based GLRT, ISP, and
TCIMF methods, Thai–Healey method produced better results
than did GLRT and ISP, and slightly worse than did TCIMF.
This is because the panel pixels studied in this experiment are
and can be appropriately determined
pure pixels, where
.
for an effective background subspace
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a signal-decomposed and interference-annihilated approach to enhance hyperspectral target detection. Several main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) In order to implement the SDIA approach, a new sensor
signal model, called a signal-decomposed/interference/noise model, was introduced, which categorized
signals into a priori and a posteriori signal sources,
and considered interference and noise as separate information sources. This model allows us to deal with the
interference separately such that their interfering effects
can be effectively eliminated in target detection.
2) In order to determine a posteriori signal sources, a
two-step technique was proposed, i.e., an eigenthresholding-technique-based Neyman–Pearson detection
theory followed by an unsupervised target generation
algorithm to find potential a posteriori signal sources.
3) Three SDIN model-based SDIA approaches were investigated. In particular, the original SN model-based
generalized-likelihood ratio test approach was extended
to an SDIN model-based approach. The other two
approaches are SDIN model-based interference subspace projection and SDIN model-based CEM. All
these three SDIN model-based SDIA methods along
with Thai–Healey method were analyzed and evaluated
through a comprehensive study of computer simulations
and real HYDICE data. As demonstrated by experiments,
SDIN model-based methods generally outperform their
counterparts using the SN, OSP, and SBN models.
4) The signal/background/noise model-based Thai–Healey
method was extended using the SDIN model. It is found
that that the SDIN model-based detectors generally provide better results than those based on the SBN model.
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TABLE IV
DETECTION RATES RESULTING FROM THAI-HEALEY’S
METHOD WITH = 0:990

TABLE V
DETECTION RATES RESULTING FROM THAI-HEALEY’S
METHOD WITH = 0:995

TABLE VI
DETECTION RATES RESULTING FROM THAI-HEALEY’S
METHOD WITH = 0:998

As a concluding remark, although the ATDCA is proposed
in our SDIA approach to find and locate a posteriori signal
sources, it does not imply that it is the only algorithm that can
be used for this purpose. As a matter of fact, any unsupervised
algorithms can be implemented in conjunction with the SDIA
approach as long as they can effectively find a posteriori
signal sources, such as a least squares error-based algorithm in
[5, ch. 5].
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